More Europe
Despite an anticipated increase in representation for Euro sceptic parties the EU looks likely to increase financial integration after the failures of the Eurozone crisis. "Co-responsibility within the euro area comes at the price of responsiveness at domestic level…Already the euro area has been forced into deeper integration which in turn creates tension with those outside."
Yet further differentiation
Until the 1990s membership of the EU implied agreement on a "common constitutional and legal order." This is no longer the case. The euro area has become the core of the Union; however there are countries that have opted out (UK, Denmark and Sweden) and those who have not yet joined creating tension between members of the separate groups. The Union may also wish to adjust its privileged partnership strategy to take into account the large nations on its border (Turkey, Ukraine and possibly the UK).
The return of geo-politics and hard security
During its formation the EU was insulated from geo-politics by a global bi-polar system and the protection of NATO. After the fall of the Berlin Wall the successful and peaceful unification of the continent reinforced. "The EU's self-understanding as an inward looking peace loving power built on the deployment of 'soft power'". The emergence of the Ukrainian crisis has tested "the capacity of the Union to collectively agree on core foreign policy interests."
The crisis has also reasserted the EU's energy policy in geo-political terms.
Laffan ended her speech with a message for Europe's political leaders post-election as they seek to re-build trust. "The effects of unemployment and welfare cuts on the vulnerable in society undermine a core European value, a commitment to well-being for all. Although achieving a rational macro-economic policy is problematic in the Union, mass unemployment and growing inequality should not be tolerated as a 'new normal'. At issue is the question of whether the euro area will offer a return to prosperity for all, or just constrain governments."
